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Abstract.  Web 2.0 has had a tremendous impact on education. It facilitates access 

and availability of learning content in variety of new formats, content creation, 

learning tailored to students’ individual preferences, and collaboration. The range 

of Web 2.0 tools and features is constantly evolving, with focus on users and ways 

that enable users to socialize, share and work together on (user-generated) content. 

In this chapter we present ALEF – Adaptive Learning Framework that responds to 

the challenges posed on educational systems in Web 2.0 era. Besides its base func-

tionality – to deliver educational content – ALEF particularly focuses on making 

the learning process more efficient by delivering tailored learning experience via 

personalized recommendation, and enabling learners to collaborate and actively 

participate in learning via interactive educational components. Our existing and 

successfully utilized solution serves as the medium for presenting key concepts 

that enable realizing Web 2.0 principles in education, namely lightweight models, 

and three components of framework infrastructure important for constant evolu-

tion and inclusion of students directly into the educational process – annotation 

framework, feedback infrastructure and widgets. These make possible to devise 

and implement various mechanisms for recommendation and collaboration – we 

also present selected methods for personalized recommendation and collaboration 

together with their evaluation in ALEF.  

Keywords: personalized recommendation, Web 2.0, collaborative learning, adap-

tive learning, educational platform  

(1) Introduction 

Technology has shaped the way people learn for decades. A particularly great in-

fluence of technology on learning came with the emergence of the Web in 90s. 

But it was the next generation of Web, so called Web 2.0, which significantly 

shifted the existing paradigm of learning. 

In general, Web 2.0 made the experience more interactive, empowering users 

with easy-to-use tools. It enabled user-based authoring of content (by utilizing 
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blogs and wikis) and facilitated organization and sharing of knowledge (by anno-

tating and tagging content, discussing content). It also simplifies collaboration and 

interaction between users. Users in web-based systems are no longer only content 

consumers, they have become content creators themselves and indeed they have 

started to actively contribute to the Web’s content as envisioned by Berners-

Lee (2005).  

An important implication is that Web 2.0 reflected into improved user experi-

ence during learning in web-based educational environments. A user – learner – 

gains more competences that result into greater autonomy for the learner. The tra-

ditional role of a teacher changes and distinction between teacher and student 

blurs (Downes 2005). 

Together with the increasing popularity and spread of the Web, we witness sig-

nificant growth of educational materials available online. In order to allow effec-

tive learning techniques for adaptive navigation and content presentation adaptive 

web-based educational systems were devised almost two decades ago (Beaumont 

and Brusilovsky 1995). A common example of adaptive navigation is recommen-

dation of learning objects. The recommendation methods tailor the presented con-

tent to a particular learner and/or support a learner by providing adaptive naviga-

tion. Most current adaptive web-based educational systems attempt to be more 

intelligent by advancing towards activities traditionally executed by human teach-

ers – such as providing personal advices to students (Brusilovsky and Peylo 2003).  

We see both collaboration and adaptation as key concepts facilitating learning 

in current web-based educational systems. Opportunities introduced by emergence 

of Web 2.0 imposed new requirements for adaptive web-based learning that 

should respond for constant change and inclusion students directly into education-

al process. The requirements shifted to the following criteria (Šimko et al. 2010): 

 Extensible personalization and course adaptation based on comprehensive us-

er model, which allows for simultaneous use of different adaptive techniques 

(such as recommendation) to enhance student’s learning experience. 

 Student active participation in learning process with the ability to collaborate, 

interact and create content by means of the read-write web vision. In particu-

lar, we exploit different types of annotations as a suitable way to allow for 

rich interactions on the top of the presented content. 

 Domain modeling that allows (i) automation of domain model creation, and 

(ii) collaborative social aspect and the need to modify or alter domain model 

by students themselves. 

In order to address the challenges posed on educational systems in Web 2.0 era 

and beyond, we developed ALEF – Adaptive LEarning Framework (Šimko et al. 

2010). We have followed up on the prior research on adaptive learning at the Slo-

vak University of Technology including adaptive learning applications ALEA 

(Kostelník and Bieliková 2003) and FLIP (Vozár and Bieliková 2008). ALEF now 

constitutes both a framework for adaptive collaborative educational systems and 

an instantiated system created primarily for research purposes, but used success-

fully in educational process at the Slovak University of Technology. After several 
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years of research, ALEF became a base for various autonomous components, 

some of which present standalone applications, so now ALEF can be viewed ra-

ther as a platform for adaptive collaborative web-based learning. 

The ALEF platform offers recommendation on various levels. The recommen-

dation is not only on the level of course parts as a whole (learning objects), but al-

so content outside of the integrated course material is recommended through anno-

tation with information gathered from external sources. Content and information 

within the learning objects is recommended through summarizations. 

In this chapter we present Adaptive Learning Framework ALEF. We focus on 

recommendation and collaboration in ALEF, which aims at delivering tailored 

learning experience via personalized recommendation, and enabling learners to 

collaborate and actively participate in learning via interactive educational compo-

nents. We present not only functionality realized in ALEF, but also an infrastruc-

ture for providing this functionality, which facilitates personalized recommenda-

tion and active collaboration – domain model, user model and unique framework 

components: annotation framework, feedback infrastructure and widgets. Core 

part of this chapter discusses recommendation, which is performed in ALEF on 

several levels – on the learning objects level and on the content of learning objects 

where we provide also summarization which recommends particular parts of 

learning objects for effective repeating. Next, we present a concept of implicit and 

explicit collaboration in ALEF. This part is related to the recommendation as dur-

ing collaboration several decision points where recommendation is useful concept. 

We conclude this chapter with short summarization and future directions.    

 (2) Related Work 

Adaptive and intelligent web-based educational systems address the new chal-

lenges related to impact of Web 2.0 on education in various ways. The same way 

as a good teacher adapts instruction to individual student’s needs the adaptive and 

intelligent web-based educational system provide adaptive features (e.g., adaptive 

content presentation and navigation support) and intelligent features (e.g., problem 

solving support and solution analysis). The emergence of Web 2.0 technologies 

with its focus on user also changed user expectations. Users now expect that 

a learning system adapts according to their previous interactions, they expect to be 

able to actively participate in communities, collaborate and share their work. 

Consequently, modern adaptive and intelligent web-based educational systems 

incorporate collaborative aspects such as knowledge sharing and organization 

(e.g., annotation and tagging of learning content, discussion forums), synchronous 

and asynchronous group work, and user-oriented content authoring (e.g., wikis). 

User participation via Web 2.0 tools that enable creation, rating and sharing 

learning content drives the emergence of learning networks (Koper et al. 2005), 

which provide methods and technology for supporting personal competence de-

velopment of lifelong learning, typically in an informal setting. Learning networks 
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are structured around tags and ratings, which are often only sparsely provided by 

users, raising additional strain on recommendation methods in this setting. TEN-

competence project is the largest EU-driven initiative that studies bottom-up ap-

proaches of knowledge creation and sharing. 

There are two possible ways to take when building a modern adaptive learning 

system: (1) integrate adaptive features into an existing Learning Management Sys-

tem (LMS) such as Moodle, or (2) design and build an adaptive learning system 

from scratch. Some authors argue that the adoption rate of adaptive technologies 

in learning remains low mostly due to limited feature set of existing adaptive 

learning systems (Meccawy et al. 2008). The learning systems are usually experi-

mental prototypes designed and developed from scratch and not used beyond the 

university departments of their authors. Consequently, Meccawy et al. propose the 

WHURLE 2.0 framework that integrates Moodle’s Web 2.0 social aspects with 

adaptation features. Their design follows the typical service-oriented architecture 

of other adaptive learning systems such as the distributed architecture of 

KnowledgeTree proposed by Brusilovsky (2004). KnowledgeTree architecture is 

based on distributed reusable learning activities that are provided by distributed 

activity servers, while other types of servers provide the remaining services which 

are required in every adaptive learning system: domain modeling, student model-

ing, and adaptation engine. The service-oriented architectures facilitate reusability 

of learning content and learning analytics across different services provided by the 

learning system. 

Modern adaptive and intelligent web-based educational system is expected to 

provide diverse learning content and services to students. The content can range 

from non-interactive course material, simple quizzes and exercises to highly inter-

active synchronous collaborative learning. The basic services include the generic 

LMS services such as course administration, and automatic quiz/exercise evalua-

tion services. Additional services result from the adaptive and social properties of 

the learning system. Each bit of the learning content is  

1. adapted in various ways (e.g., student’s needs, preferences or knowledge, 

teacher’s requirements), and is  

2. socially enabled by providing knowledge sharing, group work and user content 

authoring facilities. These services are typically backed by methods based on 

artificial intelligence and presented within a user interface that is continuously 

recording each user action providing back the data for analysis by the adapta-

tion methods. Examples include methods for course material personalization 

and recommendation according to student’s knowledge or time constraints. 

Recommendation in education brings about additional requirements compared to 

methods of generic recommendation such as books or movies recommendation 

(Manouselis et al. 2010). The typical recommendation scenarios apply (e.g., pre-

dicting link relevance, finding good (all) items, recommending sequence of items, 

finding novel resources, finding peers/helpers) with the additional consideration of 

relevancy to learning goals and learning context. The recommendation must also 

account for various pedagogical rules.  
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Recommendation differs substantially based on the type of corpus used. Closed 

corpus recommendation systems can take advantage of detailed metadata descrip-

tion and/or ontological representation of the learning objects. Consequently, the 

recommendation systems can effectively personalize the learning process through 

adapting the learning content and/or the learning sequence. The recommendation 

methods can take into account the various learning goals, contexts and pedagogi-

cal rules. As examples we can mention an approach for semantic recommendation 

in education settings called SERS (Santos and Boticario 2011) or XAPOS system 

(Šaloun et al. 2013). 

Open corpus recommendation, on the other hand, does not require preexisting 

metadata descriptions. The objects are often preprocessed with automatic metadata 

extraction methods, and the recommendation itself typically relies on collaborative 

filtering methods that are robust to noisy input. The recommendation results im-

prove when more user/item data is provided over the course of the recommenda-

tion systems lifetime. 

Personal learning environments enable even more personalized experience by 

providing facilities to build and personalize their own learning environment. The 

concept of PLEs and recommendation has been extensively studied in the ROLE 

project, approaches for recommendation specific to personal learning environ-

ments are outlined by Mödritscher (2010).  

Adaptive and intelligent web-based educational systems are based upon domain 

and user models. User model often follows overlay student modeling that repre-

sents student knowledge and other characteristics on top of domain model. Several 

reference models for adaptive web-based systems have been proposed, such as 

Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model (AHAM) (de Bra et al. 1999), Munich 

reference model (Koch and Wirsching 2002), and LAOS (Cristea and de Mooij 

2003) and its social extension SLAOS (Cristea et al. 2011). When considering 

domain modeling in these reference models, they often suffer from tight coupling 

between conceptual description of subject domain and content. Also, support for 

Web 2.0 paradigm on the level of domain modeling is limited in these models. 

Although there are attempts to incorporate social collaborative aspects (e.g., con-

tent annotations, tagging, rating, commenting) into adaptive web-based systems at 

abstract level, it has limitations in extendibility of interaction and collaboration in 

domain model and ability to support interaction and collaboration on top of user-

generated entities (Cristea et al. 2011). 

(3) Adaptive Learning Framework ALEF 

ALEF’s primary goal is to provide an infrastructure for developing adaptive col-

laborative educational web-based systems (Šimko et al. 2010). Besides its base 

functionality – to deliver educational content – it particularly focuses on making 

the learning process more efficient by (1) delivering tailored learning experience 

via recommendation/personalization, and (2) enabling learners to collaborate and 
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actively participate in learning via interactive educational components. To facili-

tate both aims ALEF’s architecture incorporates two core models and framework 

components: 

 domain model – rich yet lightweight domain model semantically describes re-

sources within a course, 

 user model – overlay user model represents current state of user’s knowledge 

and goals, 

 framework components – extendable components such as annotations frame-

work and widgets provide fundamental functionality related to adaptive web-

based systems. 

Models can be used easily in any learning domain, and together with extendable 

framework components they allow developers to build custom framework exten-

sions, that is, shifting the notion of ALEF from a framework for adaptive web-

based educational systems towards a modern web-based educational platform.  

Overview of different framework components together with their close connec-

tion to domain and user model is displayed on Fig. 1. Individual models and 

frameworks are discussed in more details in the following sections. 

ALEF Components Overview
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Fig. 1 ALEF components overview – three tiers architecture: data, application and 

presentation tier. Particular framework components spread across all of these tiers. 
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(3.1) Domain Model  

In domain modeling, ALEF leverages the so-called lightweight semantics and 

proposed a lightweight domain model for adaptive web-based educational courses 

(Šimko 2012). We consider modern educational courses to consist of educational 

content1 authored by teachers, and user-generated content (e.g., comments, tags) 

provided by students. The various types of user-generated content are represented 

uniformly as annotations – an abstraction representing user-generated content in 

ALEF.  

Learning resources are not described using complex domain descriptions such 

as ontologies, instead, resources are described by domain relevant terms. The 

terms, relationships between terms, and their associations to resources constitute 

the core domain conceptualization that forms a basis for user modeling and is uti-

lized by the adaptation engine. We take advantage of multilayer design that ex-

plicitly differentiates between resources, their abstractions and semantic descrip-

tions (see Fig. 2) and clearly separates content from conceptualization. 

metadata layer
relevant domain terms

designate layer
learning object designates, user annotation designates, creator designates

resource layer
learning object instances, user annotation instances, creator instances

 

Fig. 2 Domain model scheme: metadata layer over designate layer. Resource instances are not 

a part of domain model (solid line).  

Domain model consists of: 

 designate layer, and 

 metadata layer. 

These two layers represent a conceptual abstraction over resource instances (both 

learning objects and annotations) that are created and modified by content authors. 

Resource instances form the actual learning content presented to learners (e.g., 

a learning object Recursion basics in a programming course). 

                                                           
1 A basic component for education delivery is a learning object. For learning object we adopt a 

broader definition by IEEE, which defines a learning object as any entity, digital or non-digital, that 
may be used for learning, education or training" (IEEE, 2002). 
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Designate layer is further divided into resource designates and creator desig-

nates. Designate layer represents an abstraction of resources (learning objects, an-

notations) and their creators, and is crucial for ensuring reusability and extendibil-

ity in terms of content resource's lower level representation. The concept of 

resource creators was introduced to domain model since in social and interactive 

environment it is important to explicitly model creator relations to both resources 

and metadata. In the social and interactive environment, different creators produce 

content (educational content, annotations and metadata descriptions) with various 

degree of “reliability”, which must be taken into account by algorithms later in the 

processing chain when accessing domain model elements (e.g., for recommenda-

tion of learning objects or annotations filtering). 

Metadata layer is formed by domain relevant terms – easy to create descrip-

tions that are related to particular domain topics (that are not explicitly represented 

in domain model). It is important to note that relevant domain terms do not repre-

sent concepts in strict ontological definition, cf. (Cimiano 2006). They rather rep-

resent lexical reference to non-explicit topics or concepts, which form the domain 

model. Examples of relevant domain terms in the domain of programming involve 

recursion, cycle or comment. 

Learning content is comprised of various types of learning objects such as ex-

planations, exercises and questions. These elements are interconnected via various 

types of relationships that represent different forms of relatedness between domain 

model elements. In ALEF’s domain model, we distinguish three (high level) types 

of element relationships: 

 relationship between designates, 

 relationship between designates and relevant domain terms, 

 relationship between relevant domain terms. 

Relationships between resource designates typically reflect relationships between 

resource instances (e.g., hypertext links or hierarchical book-like structure of 

learning objects), or creators and resources (authorship relation). 

Relationships between resource designates and relevant domain terms represent 

lightweight semantic descriptions of resources. Such relationships arrange relevant 

domain terms in a lightweight semantic structure that is necessary to perform rea-

soning tasks. We refer to all these types of relationships as resource-metadata rela-

tionships. Note that each relationship type can be assigned arbitrary attributes, 

e.g., a relation weight. 

A basic example of a relationship between resource and metadata is the rela-

tionship that associates resources with relevant domain terms representing its con-

tent. Examples of relationships between relevant domain terms include similarity 

relationship (e.g., recursion is-similar-to cycle), composition relationship (com-

ment is-part-of program), and hierarchical relationship (printf is-a function). 

When considering domain model in general, it is important to point to the issue 

of domain model authoring. Conceptual description of even a small domain typi-

cally contains hundreds of concepts – domain knowledge elements – and thou-

sands of relationships. Providing conceptual descriptions manually is a very de-
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manding task that teachers (adaptive content authors) can accomplish only with 

difficulties. ALEF benefits from the proposed lightweight domain modeling, 

which open doors for methods that can automatically create lightweight semantic 

descriptions, while preserving acceptable quality of personalization. 

We devised such methods and showed that automated creation of domain mod-

el – ranging from relevant domain terms extraction (Šimko and Bieliková 2009a) 

to various types of relationships discovery (Šimko and Bieliková 2009b; Šimko 

and Bieliková 2012) – is to a great extent comparable to manual creation in terms 

of quality of produced domain descriptions as well as their suitability for learning 

object recommendation (Michlík and Bieliková 2010). Though our methods do 

not replace a teacher (which is hardly possible), but they can be used with ad-

vantage to support her/him when authoring adaptive courses. 

(3.2) User Model  

User model employed in ALEF is based on principles of overlay user/student 

modeling, that is, it adds several user-related layers on top of the domain model. 

The most basic layer is used to store interaction of users with domain elements, 

and contains mainly information about: 

 which learning object student visited, how much time he/she spent reading it 

 which questions and exercises student solved and how successful he/she was 

(e.g., whether he/she answered correctly right away or was forced to request 

a hint or did not manage to answer correctly despite of the hint provided) 

 which additional resources (via annotations) student interacted with 

This layer is basically representing the students’ interaction history. On top of this 

layer sits an additional one that is used to store student characteristics (mainly 

knowledge of domain concepts (relevant domain terms) related to relevant learn-

ing objects).  

Each such characteristic apart from its value (scalar from 0 to 1) and a time-

stamp contains: 

1. confidence representing the level of certainty that a student does have this char-

acteristic at this value, and 

2. source of the characteristic (such as “self-reported” in case of a questionnaire, 

or discovered by a particular user model inference agent). 

When a user model is updated, the update spreads through relationships among 

concepts using standard spreading activation algorithm (Crestani, Lee 2000). This 

ensures that any gain or loss of knowledge is appropriately distributed to all rele-

vant parts of the overlay model following lightweight representation of domain 

model. 
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(3.3) Framework components 

ALEF’s architecture comprises the following easily reusable and extendable piv-

otal components: 

 Annotation framework,  

 Feedback infrastructure, 

 Widgets 

Annotation framework constitutes a robust framework for creating, updating, ac-

cessing and sharing annotations as a fundamental means for educational content 

enrichment and interaction. Feedback infrastructure streamlines and unifies the 

process of feedback collection and evaluation for various components and meth-

ods deployed within the educational system. Widgets represent building blocks of 

user interface. They are active learning and collaboration-supporting components 

and act as gateways for accessing learning content and annotations.  

Annotation Framework 

Students get more involved in the educational process through the possibility of 

adding different kinds of annotations to the content; they can create both new con-

tent and metadata. The annotation framework is designed to provide means and 

encourage this kind of participation (Šimko et al. 2011). 

ALEF’s annotation framework aims to support and standardize interaction with 

various types of annotations and to ease the development of new annotation types 

by providing a common software infrastructure. In order to achieve a high degree 

of reusability and extendibility, content and annotations share common representa-

tion within the framework. 

Content and annotation are defined as the same entity – Resource (see Fig. 3). 

In this representation, Resources can be connected with Relationships of various 

types (e.g., Annotates). This allows not only to assign annotations to the content, 

but even to interconnect annotations with each other. It also allows to easily add 

a new annotation type by extending the Annotation entity, as well as to add a new 

content type, which is immediately annotatable by existing set of annotation types. 

 

Fig. 3 Extensibility of resource annotations (Šimko et al. 2011). 

Resource

Content Annotation

LearningObject

Relationship

Subsumes Annotates

Highlight TagCommentBlog
......
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Every annotation is defined by its content and context. Content is a piece of textu-

al information added by a student in a form of annotation, such as a comment or 

URL of an external source. In a special case, it can also be empty (e.g., in case of 

a highlight). Context represents an association (binding) of the annotation to 

a learning object and in some cases also to the text, where the annotation has been 

originally inserted by the student. Whether an annotation has been assigned to the 

learning object as a whole or only to a specific fragment of its text (i.e., a word, 

a phrase, or a paragraph) differentiates two distinct types of annotations on the 

conceptual level: per-text-annotations and per-content-annotations. 

Students can access annotations and navigate among them using both content 

and context: by context (access-by-context), i.e., directly in the text, where the an-

notation has been assigned in case of the per-text-annotations; by content (access-

by-content), i.e., separately from the text (usually using a specialized widget). 

We designed four distinctive user interface elements as a means for creating 

and accessing both the content and the context information of annotations: 

 in-text interaction and presentation, 

 sidebar, 

 annotation browsers, 

 annotation filter. 

In order to create (using in-text pop-up menu, see Fig. 4, left), access and remove 

(by hovering the mouse over the text, see Fig. 4, right) per-text-annotations, stu-

dents use in-text interaction and presentation, which represents the fastest access 

to annotations with no significant interruption of the learning process. 

         

Fig. 4 In-text pop-up menu for creating a new annotation (left): tag, highlight, external source, 

comment and error report (icons in order from left to right); and removing an existing one 

(right); content in Slovak. 

Sidebar represents another type of access-by-context navigation element. Annota-

tions which are contextually close, i.e., were inserted in close proximity within 

each other in the text, are grouped into regions visualized on the sidebar. Hovering 

over a region shows a list of inserted annotations and highlights them in the text. 

Hovering over a particular annotation shows a tooltip with annotation’s content; it 

also enables students to edit or remove the selected annotation (see Fig. 5). 

Access-by-content navigation is provided by the annotation browser, which 

lists all annotations (of a specific type) related to the currently displayed learning 

object. Thus, students can interact with annotations regardless of their position in 

the text; however, selection or interaction with an annotation inside the browser 
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invokes in-text visualization to indicate context of the annotation, if any. Annota-

tion browsers are implemented as widgets located on the side of the screen, not 

distracting students from the main text in the central part. We provide more de-

tailed description and examples of specific annotation browsers thereinafter in sec-

tion on Implicit Feedback. 

Annotation filter allows users (students as well as teachers) to select types of 

annotations to be displayed in the text as well as on the sidebar. Users can there-

fore focus their attention on selected types of information, resulting in more effec-

tive navigation among annotations. The filter contributes to adaptability of the 

learning environment towards learners’ preferences and actual needs. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Sidebar with a region of grouped annotations and a tooltip showing detail of a selected an-

notation with other interactive elements; content in Slovak. 

 

Fig. 6 Annotation filter with all the annotation types set to be displayed. 

Feedback infrastructure 

The feedback infrastructure in ALEF was devised to alleviate two tasks: (1) moni-

toring student actions and building models, especially the user model, through the 

logging framework, and (2) evaluating personalization methods through evalua-

tion feedback engine. 

Logging framework ALEF combines many experimental methods implemented 

through multiple components. User (student) feedback gathered in any part of the 

educational system (e.g., commenting on a selected part of the learning content 

through annotations, solving an exercise) implies student’s knowledge and inter-

ests. Therefore both implicit actions and explicit ratings from students are inte-

grated into a common user model layer storing interaction with domain elements. 

This is ensured through logging framework, which acts as a proxy intercepting 

any action made by a student: (1) before it is processed – when it is being sent to 

the framework, e.g., the student clicked a button to evaluate the solution, (2) after 

it was processed, e.g., the solution was evaluated as correct and additional infor-
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mation to be logged can be included while processing, this is then collected by the 

logging framework. 

Vast numbers of basic relationships to domain elements are created from both 

pre-processing and post-processing logging, including both implicit feedback, 

e.g., a student has looked on a fragment of a learning object (Labaj 2011), and ex-

plicit feedback, e.g., a student has rated difficulty of an exercise (Fig. 7) or rated 

learning object usefulness through a personalized rating scale. Advantage of this 

centralized logging pipeline is that one particular type of activity is always evalu-

ated uniformly, regardless of a component which triggered the activity. 

If any needed feedback or a new type of feedback from a new component is not 

yet logged, it can be easily added by creating a declarative description (processed 

by the logging framework) describing which relationship is to be created from 

which actions. 

 

Fig. 7 Difficulty rating options displayed after student has finished a question or an exercise. 

Evaluation feedback engine ALEF has been served and serves as a test bed for 

many experimental methods and often needs to collect diverse types of feedback. 

A rule-based explicit feedback engine was designed and developed in order to 

provide flexible feedback options. Besides generic question facility, it allows to 

display personalized questions instantiated from question templates. 

An example of a typical problem in adaptive systems is when users do not use a 

newly added adaptive tool. If a recommended learning object is visited, we can 

easily evaluate the recommendation method on whether the student liked it or not 

and what knowledge did they gain after using it. However, when the recommenda-

tion facility is not used at all, we can only guess what is wrong with it (were the 

recommendations completely wrong so a student did not click on any recom-

mended item or they simply overlooked them?). The evaluation feedback engine 

can help resolve such issues. Consider a scenario, which we realized in ALEF: 

a student is considering visiting a learning object from a list of recommendations 

presented to him (i.e., he looks on it, which we detect via gaze sensors) but then 

decides to use the menu instead. Right after the student makes the user interface 

action (mouse click on the menu item) the engine can ask a question about why 

the student chose the menu item rather than the recommendation. Gaze, as one of 

the indicators, is estimated either through mouse movement or through a commod-

ity webcam by analyzing shape of the eye in the image feed in the browser. Using 

a simple low-resolution camera source or mouse movements brings smaller or 

larger errors to the gaze estimation, however these sources are sufficient for esti-

mation of widget usage. 
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By personalizing the evaluation questions to the current context and asking 

them in appropriate situations, the engine can collect feedback of a better quality 

compared to when e.g., handing out predefined questionnaires after a learning ses-

sion. More, we gather such feedback even when the students learn from remote 

locations such as at home. 

The evaluation feedback engine allows to both declaratively describe situations 

in which a question should be displayed (and our logging framework allows for 

detection of various situations), and describe questions based on templates evalu-

ated within student’s current context. 

Widgets 

Annotation browsers, navigational and other components providing specific func-

tionality (e.g., presentation of current student’s score) are implemented within 

ALEF in the form of widgets. The main goal of our widget framework is to pro-

vide modular approach for designing and implementation of various functions for 

supporting students during their learning process and expose them in a uniform 

manner within the user interface. The widget framework provides standard func-

tionality to all widgets (initialization, display of a widget, asynchronous state tran-

sitions, content refreshes, etc.), thus ensuring reusability and extendibility. It 

means that a developer can focus on design and implementation of widget’s pri-

mary functions instead of solving various integration issues. 

Widget framework is dynamic and flexible. It makes it easy to add a new type 

of widget, to change its default behavior, etc. It can even provide a gateway to-

wards external systems, e.g., we have applied this widgets’ framework to integrate 

ALEF with the PopCorm extension that is used for collaborative learning. 

An example ALEF’s user interface consisting of widgets is depicted on Fig. 8. 

The ALEF user interface is divided into three major parts: navigational part, con-

tent part, and supporting components providing specific functionality presented as 

widgets. Navigation through sets of learning objects is provided by navigational 

widgets such as hierarchical menu or list of recommendations. Various forms of 

interactions are enabled by incorporating annotations and interaction/collaboration 

widgets. Annotations constitute both a means for learners to better organize their 

own learning space, and also an interface for enrichment (contributions) to the 

learning content (the implementation of read/write web). We discuss specific 

widgets’ usage (as annotation browsers) in section on Implicit Collaboration. 

(4) Recommendation 

The objective of recommendation in the domain of adaptive educational systems 

is to help students choose a topic which is best according to a combination of var-

ious factors: student’s current state and goals, the actual available materials, as-
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signments, etc. Recommendation approaches and presentation can vary according 

to typical workflow in given system. Are students given possibility to move 

through the course(s) on their own? Or is the system used as a support for courses 

being taught offline? Nevertheless, the recommendation should be personalized, 

as each student has different knowledge in various topics (both prior and during 

the learning), different learning pace, goals, etc.  

The recommendation in ALEF is performed on several levels. First, learning 

objects (e.g., course material, programming exercise, quiz question) are recom-

mended. Second, the content of learning objects (at any stage of completeness) is 

not usually everything that is known about a given topic, and students can take 

advantage of studying about it from external resources, for example information 

available on the open Web. ALEF recommends such information to students via 

automatic creation of annotations within learning objects. 

Third, students may benefit from personalized summaries of learning objects. 

In the same way in which students can make use of additional content to the learn-

ing objects, other students may need only the most important pieces of infor-

mation, some overview or quick reference to given learning objects. ALEF rec-

ommends the most important or relevant information within learning objects in the 

form of personalized summarizations. 

The described levels are complementing each other. The recommendation of 

learning objects helps selecting a learning object to focus on. The summarization 

helps picking the most useful information within the selected learning object, 

while their augmentation by annotations expands the available information (ex-

tending the volume even beyond the scope of authored content). Examples of dif-

ferent recommendations delivered to the user are shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 8 Screenshot of ALEF user interface. It is divided to three vertical parts (left to right): 

(i) navigational part containing learning objects recommendations (1) and learning objects hier-

archical menu (2); (ii) educational content containing selected learning object (3); and (iii) learn-

ing and collaboration supporting widgets: system activity score (4), error reporter (5), tagger (6) 

and external resource inserter (7); content in Slovak. 
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In general, recommendations in ALEF are made based on information stored 

and maintained in user and domain models. User characteristics related to domain 

concepts (such as concept knowledge) represented by relevant domain terms are 

considered to select appropriate resources that are a subject of recommendation 

via relationships between domain model’s metadata and designate layers. Rela-

tionships within metadata layer (connections among relevant domain terms) are 

typically used to update and spread information about student inferred from 

her/his actions. However, particular utilization of models depends on a recom-

mendation method used. 

Table 1 Examples of recommendations within ALEF platform. 

Event  

description 

Method Example delivery Example 

recommendation 

Selecting an ob-

ject 

Meta-recommender 

(time-limited rec-

ommendation, se-

quential 

walkthrough rec-

ommendation, …) 

Navigation widget 

Order of exercises in the 

menu 

Selection of exercis-

es/questions placed inside 

an explanation 

Link to proceed to next 

exercise/question 

“Try the following exercises 

now to learn the most in the 

remaining time (1:31 hour): 

Lambda REMOVE-IF, Scheme 

FIND” 

“Click for next exercise” (After 

the exercise was finished. It is 

not indicated which one will be 

displayed as next.) 

Filtering infor-

mation within 

the object 

Adaptive  

summarizer 

Summarization displayed 

instead of the object 

(quick reference) 

Summarization displayed 

after the object (repeating) 

Collection of sentences from 

the text of the learning object 

Accessing in-

formation out-

side the object 

Automated annota-

tion creation 

In-text annotations 

Sidebar 

“Construction of software in-

cludes transformation of de-

tailed module specifications to 

program realization.” (Term 

program is annotated with defi-

nitions and excerpts from ex-

ternal sources for “computer 

program”, “programming lan-

guage”, and “process”.) 

 (4.1) Recommending Learning Objects 

For recommending learning objects, the ALEF supports multiple recommendation 

methods, which can be easily added. They are selected or combined on-the-fly for 

a given student by the means of meta-recommender, which is effectively a hybrid 

recommender system. ALEF uses weighted (recommenders are given weights and 

results are combined), switching (a recommender is selected for the given user at 

the current time), and mixed (multiple recommenders present their results at once) 
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hybridization methods. Also where multiple domain or user models exist, a rec-

ommender can operate on any of them and the model to serve as a source for rec-

ommendation to the given user is personalized. 

The methods supported within ALEF include traditional approaches found in 

adaptive web-based systems. One recommendation approach offered in ALEF – 

the sequential course walkthrough – is based on traditional recommendation prin-

ciples of content similarity. Current student’s learning interests are considered and 

based on them, several learning objects (LOs) are recommended in order to both 

(1) advance current subject further through course advancement in Explanations, 

and (2) refine knowledge being gained in the current subject through exercising in 

Exercises and Questions. 

ALEF was used to experiment with a novel time-limited recommendation. The 

time spent learning is very important in the domain of learning – it is a form of 

currency that students “pay” for selecting items (here, learning objects) and of 

which each student has only a limited amount available. The proposed method for 

time-limited exercise and question recommendation is briefly described below. 

The basic function of the time-limited recommendation is to help students in 

selecting appropriate assignments for learning the most and meeting the learning 

goals. In this method, assignments (Questions and Exercises) are recommended 

based on the student’s knowledge of related topics, the target topics 

(e.g., knowledge required for a mid-term exam), together with time that the stu-

dent has available for learning. The time limit is either determined externally by 

time remaining to an event (e.g., exam), or a student can allocate his/hers own 

available time. The learning targets were set by the domain expert (a teacher giv-

ing the exam), but can be also self-imposed by the students or set automatically. 

The recommendation itself supports the recommendation task find good items 

(recommend a list of N most suitable assignments). Exercises are each composed 

of a task definition, a hint and a sample solution. Students can take various paths 

through the exercise (requesting the hint or not) and even when the student does 

not solve the exercise completely, he/she may or may not understand the sample 

solution. This is also being considered in the recommendation. Each available as-

signment in the course is assigned a scalar value of appropriateness computed 

from three criteria on a given assignment. 

 Appropriateness of related domain terms for the student. Following three cri-

teria apply to all domain terms related to the assignment which is being eval-

uated: (1) The domain term must be a member of the learning targets. (2) The 

student’s knowledge of the domain term must be less than the estimated op-

timal value. The estimated optimal knowledge levels suppress further over-

learning of domain terms which are already mastered at a satisfying level, to 

allow better learning of other domain terms, where current knowledge is still 

lacking. The optimal level is estimated by student’s current progress (incre-

ment of knowledge over time) extrapolated to the end of learning session and 

evaluated against current knowledge level using sigmoid function. (3) The 

knowledge requirements of domain term prerequisites must be met. That is, 
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some domain terms may be required to be mastered by the student before 

learning another domain term. These requirements are represented by 

weighted prerequisite relations in the domain model.  

 Appropriateness of difficulty. In order to prevent the student from being dis-

couraged, difficulty of the assignment to be recommended should match stu-

dent’s knowledge. Difficulty appropriateness for a given assignment is com-

puted based on a Gaussian function with its peak set at the current aggregated 

knowledge level of all domain terms related to the assignment. Steepness of 

the curve is based on difficulty distribution among the assignments. 

 Time passed from last attempt to solve. In order to prevent repeating the same 

assignment after a short interval, a time period from previous attempt to solve 

such assignment is considered. Immediately after visiting an assignment, ap-

propriateness for this parameter drops to zero and gradually returns to 1 over 

time via hyperbolic function using time from previous attempt and student’s 

feedback on the previous attempt, which determines function steepness. 

All of these criteria are supposed to be satisfied; therefore the appropriateness of 

an assignment is the minimum of the partial values. The assignments to be rec-

ommended are selected as those with largest appropriateness. 

Evaluation We evaluated the time-limited recommendation method in two exper-

iments using Functional and Logic Programming course. In the first experiment, 

the students took a pre-test, studied for 60 minutes and then took a post-test. We 

divided 66 students into three groups: (1) a group with recommendation-based 

adaptive navigation using automatically generated domain model, (2) a group with 

recommendation-based navigation using manually created domain model, and (3) 

a group without adaptive features, all students navigated on their own. In the sec-

ond experiment, the third group was provided with navigation using random rec-

ommendations and a 50-minute learning session was followed by a post-test. Re-

sults of the first experiment are shown in Table 2. Both experiments (Michlík and 

Bieliková 2010) had shown groups with personalized recommendation outper-

forming control groups (third group). 

Table 2 Results of recommendation experiment using time-limited recommendation. 

 Pre-test (%) Post-test (%) Difference 

Group A: recommendation, 

automatic model 

50,2 (±21,2) 70,5 (±15,2) +20,2 (±15,2) 

Group B: recommendation, 

manual model 

42,4 (±21,0) 58,3 (±20,4) +16,0 (±13,8) 

 

Group C: no adaptive navigation support 48,2 (±25,4) 59,2 (±17,6) +11,0 (±17,6) 

 



(4.2) Summarization of Learning Objects 

Automatic summarization can be useful for students in various scenarios. By 

providing a short summary containing the main points of a learning object it can 

help them to navigate in the learning object space; another scenario is revising be-

fore an exam by providing a longer summary explaining important concepts con-

tained in learning objects. Thus, it can be framed as a recommendation problem: 

we want to recommend fragments of a document which are the most relevant (e.g., 

interesting, useful) for students in a given situation. 

Conventional (generic) summarization methods summarize the content of 

a document without considering differences among users, their needs or character-

istics. However, in adaptive learning systems we usually have many information 

sources that can be used to adapt summaries. We identified these three main 

sources in the educational system ALEF: 

 Domain conceptualization – we use information contained in the domain 

model to extract fragments that explain key concepts of the document more 

accurately. 

 Knowledge of users – using the modeled user knowledge, we can filter frag-

ments that explain concepts that are too difficult for a user or those which 

a user already understands very well (depending on our scenario, whether we 

want to help users revise what they have already learned or help them find 

and comprehend concepts which are new for them). 

 User-added annotations – when a user highlights a fragment of a text (by 

adding highlight annotation), we assume that the fragment contains infor-

mation deemed important or interesting by the user; when many users high-

light the same (or similar) fragment of text, we assume that the fragment con-

tains important and valuable information in general. 

We proposed a method of personalized text summarization based on a method of 

latent semantic analysis (Gong and Liu 2001; Steinberger and Ježek 2005). Our 

method consists of the following three steps (Móro and Bieliková 2012): 

1. Pre-processing during which terms are extracted from the document and the 

document’s text is segmented to sentences.  

2. Construction of a terms-sentences matrix which represents an input to singular 

value decomposition (Gong and Liu 2001).  

3. Selection of sentences; we select sentences with the highest score using ap-

proach proposed by Steinberger and Ježek (2005). 

In order to adapt summaries we apply information from identified sources during a 

construction of a terms-sentences matrix, thus constructing a personalized terms-

sentences matrix. Instead of a conventional weighting scheme based on tf-idf, we 

use our proposed weighting scheme based on a linear combination of multiple 

raters: 
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where w(tij) is the weight of term tij in the matrix and αk is the linear coefficient of 

rater Rk.  

We designed a set of generic and personalized raters which positively or nega-

tively affect the weight of each term. In order to produce baseline generic variants 

of summarization we designed Terms frequency rater and Terms location rater, 

which have been inspired by Luhn (1958) and Edmundson (1969) respectively. 

Our personalized raters take into account various sources of personalization and 

adaptation, i.e., Relevant domain terms rater, Knowledge rater, and Annotations 

rater. They determine which terms are important based on a source of information 

and assign increased weights to terms from selected sources. 

Evaluation The personalized summarizer is integrated with ALEF using a sum-

marization widget based on the existing widget infrastructure. We carried out two 

experiments on the Functional and Logic Programming course. In total, 17 stu-

dents took part in the first experiment and 27 students in the second. 

Students’ task was to evaluate a presented summary on a five-point Likert 

scale. After each summary rating, students were asked follow-up questions to fur-

ther evaluate quality of the summary (e.g., whether sentences selected for the 

summary were representative, whether the summary is suitable for revision etc.). 

Moreover, we selected a comparison group of five students who were presented 

both variants in random order to decide which variant is better or whether they are 

content equivalents. 

In the first experiment we compared generic summarization to the summariza-

tion considering the relevant domain terms (Móro and Bieliková 2012). The sum-

marization considering the relevant domain terms gained on average approximate-

ly 7.2 % higher score than the generic variant; it was also evaluated as better or 

equal by the experts in 69 % of the cases. In the second experiment we compared 

generic summarization to the summarization considering user-added annotations 

(Móro 2012). We got results similar to the previous experiment, when the experts 

evaluated the variant considering the user-added annotations as better in 48 % of 

the cases as opposed to the 24 % when it was considered as worse. 

Our results suggest that considering the relevant domain terms as well as user-

added annotations in the summarization process leads to better summaries com-

pared to the generic variant and can be of higher value to the students in the learn-

ing process. 

(4.3) Recommending Web Resources 

ALEF contains a collection of learning objects available for students. However, 

great amount of quality resources are available on the Web. We were looking for 
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the possibility to enrich content of ALEF by these resources. While reading a doc-

ument, a student often encounters a word or a phrase, he/she may not understand 

or may require additional information to understand it sufficiently.  

To provide more information about important parts of learning objects in 

ALEF, we proposed a method for automatically extending the content of learning 

objects by attaching annotations to selected terms in the text. Such annotations 

provide further explanations, links to related resources and other types of infor-

mation retrieved using multiple publicly available services for information retriev-

al. The method is designed to be able to insert annotations into the text written in 

Slovak language with a potential to be language independent. It consists of three 

steps: 

1. search for candidate words to attach annotations, 

2. search for information to fill the annotations, and 

3. adaptation and visualization of annotations. 

To find locations to which it is appropriate to assign the annotation, various algo-

rithms for keyword extraction or approaches from the field of natural language 

processing can be used. However, satisfactory results are currently achieved for 

English texts only. To overcome this problem it is possible to use machine transla-

tion to translate source text into English. Based on our experiments we believe that 

existing, although far from being perfect translation mechanisms are sufficient for 

this task, as we attach annotations mainly to nouns and verbs and these are trans-

lated correctly in most cases.  

To solve the problem of linking extracted keywords from translated text to the 

original text, we proposed a method for mapping equivalent words between text 

translations based on a dictionary and comparing words using Levenshtein dis-

tance (Ševcech and Bieliková 2011). This method is the key element for annota-

tion acquisition for various languages. We primarily consider Slovak language, 

which is an inflecting language with many various words forms and represents 

(considering its syntax) rather large group of languages. 

Information for the annotations is retrieved from multiple publicly available 

services for information retrieval, where the query used to retrieve additional in-

formation consists of keywords extracted from the processed documents.  

The final step of our method for automatic annotating the content of learning 

objects is the adaptation of the annotation content and the annotation visualization. 

For annotation adaptation we used implicit feedback from user interaction with 

annotations to sort annotation elements by their relevance for users. For finding 

the relevance of annotation elements we considered clicks on these elements as 

indication that an element is more relevant than other elements within the annota-

tion. The clicks being the edges of a graph with vertices being elements, we apply 

PageRank algorithm to determine relevance of individual elements. Elements are 

then sorted according to this relevance. The annotation is visualized in a form of a 

tooltip that is displayed after clicking on a highlighted word within the text of the 

learning object. 
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Evaluation We evaluated automatic annotating within the Principles of software 

engineering course in ALEF. We attached annotations to keywords in every learn-

ing object of the course, and the order of the links to related resources in these an-

notations was adapted according to the implicit feedback created by students while 

studying materials of this course. The recommendation of web resources was 

evaluated in two steps: (1) the evaluation of the method for mapping equivalent 

words between text translations, and (2) the evaluation of the method for infor-

mation retrieval from multiple sources (Ševcech and Bieliková 2011). Our method 

for mapping equivalent words while taking into account adjacency of words in 

sentences, and stemmed lexicon used in the process of mapping achieved preci-

sion at 92.46% with recall of 58.79% which gives F-measure of 71.88%. 

Quality of added annotations heavily depends on the quality of a particular ser-

vice for information retrieval. In our experiments we used Google Search, DBpe-

dia, DictService and SlideShare. Relevancy of gathered information ranged from 

70% for Google Search to only 26% for the SlideShare service. It can be improved 

mainly by adding personal context to the process of gathering information to fill 

the annotation, i.e. including information on users’ interest to the query.  

(5) Collaboration 

Collaboration among students is an important element of learning. Support of ef-

fective and successful collaboration during the learning process represents an im-

portant concept in ALEF. Collaboration can occur in different forms. The types of 

collaboration can be divided according to various dimensions: according to the 

form of mediation (i.e., face-to-face vs. computer-mediated), according to stu-

dents’ perceptions ranging from implicit (indirect) to explicit (direct) collabora-

tion, and according to the formality of education ranging from formal to informal 

collaboration. ALEF focuses on computer-mediated formal collaboration in learn-

ing, and provides support for both implicit and explicit collaboration. 

(5.1) Implicit Collaboration 

The process of annotating textual content represents an indirect form of collabora-

tion. Students comment fragments of text for future reference, highlight important 

or interesting parts, report errors in text (factual or grammatical) etc. In doing so 

they do not help only themselves, they help other students as well: they can read 

comments inserted by others and respond to them, thus creating a form of discus-

sion thread; they see which parts of texts were deemed important by their peers, 

can browse and navigate through the popular tags; and corrections made thanks to 

their error reports are beneficial to all of the students.  
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ALEF implements the annotation functionality within collaborative adaptive 

content creator components. The components are implemented using the afore-

mentioned annotation and widget infrastructure. Each annotation widget introduc-

es different goals for collaboration; it implements the whole lifecycle of an anno-

tation type – creation of annotations, accessing (browsing) the annotations within 

the learning content, editing and optionally removing the annotations. 

Tagger The Tagger (Móro et al. 2011) is a simple annotation widget that allows 

assigning user-defined tags to content (i.e., learning object as a whole); a tag can 

be a word or a multiword phrase. While the motivation behind tagging may differ 

among users, the result is usually the same: users add tags that describe the con-

tent of a learning object, or their opinion (e.g., important, funny), or intention 

(e.g., todo, toread). Users can assign private tags as well as public anonymous 

tags, and can navigate through their own set of tags or through popular tags. We 

encourage this kind of motivation (i.e., better navigation as a result of tagging) by 

letting students filter exercises and questions using tags accompanied by the auto-

complete feature. 

Besides providing additional style of navigation within a course, tags can be 

utilized for maintaining course metadata, as they represent a form of collaborative 

semantic descriptions and quickly converge into folksonomy – a vocabulary 

shared by the community (students within the particular course). 

Highlights Highlights represent the simplest type of (per-text) annotation. The 

Highlighter aims to mimic common behavior of students when working with the 

printed text. They can simply select the desired part of text which they deem im-

portant or interesting, and choose to highlight it from the in-text pop-up menu 

without the need to insert any additional content of annotation. 

Commentator Sometimes highlighting the text is not enough; a student would 

like to insert additional information to the selected fragment of text for future ref-

erence. For this purpose serves the Commentator (Šimko et al. 2011). Students can 

add private, public, or anonymous public comments to any part of any learning 

object. It also supports replying to other users’ comments, thus resulting into dis-

cussion threads on arbitrary topics, typically related to misconceptions or learning 

problems. 

Error reporter The Error reporter is a specialized version of the commentator 

widget (Šimko et al. 2011). It serves for reporting errors (factual or grammatical) 

found in the text by students. Reported errors are evaluated by a teacher resulting 

into improved content and thus better learning. This process supports collabora-

tion between students and teacher or course documents maintainer. 

External source linker Important feature of ALEF is to let students get involved 

into the process of learning by finding new potentially interesting and relevant 

sources of information. This provides the External source linker by enabling stu-

dents to add links (URLs) to these sources (Mihál and Bieliková 2011). There are 

two ways to add a link: either as a per-text-annotation, using the in-text menu, or 
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through the external source widget. The widget also serves as a means for access-

ing the inserted sources associated with the current learning object. The sources 

are displayed sorted according to their quality, with high quality sources (based on 

other users’ ratings) on top of the widget.  

Question creator Understanding of an educational material comes with the ability 

to explain it to others and pose questions about it. This is the motivation behind 

the Question creator widget, which provides students with an interface for creat-

ing questions and for answering questions created by their peers (Unčík and Bieli-

ková 2010); thus students themselves become partly authors of the curricula. Stu-

dents may add questions with five possible types of answers: (1) single choice 

question, (2) multiple choice question, (3) simple free text answer question, (4) 

sorting question (the task is to re-order the lines into correct order), and (5) text 

complement question where user is asked to fill missing words into dedicated 

fields within the text, e.g., completing missing commands in a program code.  

Answers of peer students are automatically evaluated by the question creator 

and students can thus receive an instant feedback. Students can also rate questions 

in order to determine the question’s perceived quality. 

Evaluation We carried out multiple experiments evaluating separate parts of the 

annotation framework. We analyzed tags added by users and their capability in 

helping domain experts to create and refine the domain model; we found out that 

students were able, in a short period of time, to find almost half (49.8 %) of all the 

concepts in the domain model, while the domain model covered only 17 % of the 

tags added by the students (Móro et al. 2011). Similarly, we experimented with 

deriving new relations among learning objects and concepts in the domain model 

using the external sources added by students (Mihál and Bieliková 2011): the 

method identified concepts with 74.8 % precision and managed to find also new 

relations not present in the current domain model. These experiments confirm that 

annotations created by students can be used as a valuable source of information 

for domain model construction. 

We evaluated the usefulness of our error reporting feature as well (Šimko et al. 

2011): 20 % of the most advanced students provided 82 % of all error reports; al-

together students found one error per 1.46 learning objects, thus managing to sig-

nificantly increase the quality of the educational materials for other students.  

In the experiment with the Question creator we assessed quality of student-

generated questions (Unčík and Bieliková 2010). Results showed that 37.5 % of 

questions provided by students could have been used directly as new educational 

material with no need of teacher to intervene. Experiment also assessed automatic 

recognition of quality questions, which achieved accuracy of 70.1 %. 
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(5.2) Explicit Collaboration 

According to Soller (2007) there are two approaches how to support effective col-

laboration in adaptive and personalized learning systems. The first approach is fo-

cused on collaboration at group level, namely how to support students to exchange 

information in the appropriate circumstances (group composition, context, level of 

detail etc.). The second approach is aimed to support collaboration at community 

level, i.e., how to share and discover common knowledge in online communities. 

In ALEF the focus is on supporting collaboration at group level, especially the 

group formation and collaboration support. Group formation is aimed to offer 

recommendations to students on how to create successful and effective groups, or 

alternatively, how to recommend peer help (another student which can participate 

on common collaboration). Collaboration support is aimed to support students 

during and after finishing collaboration. It is based on users’ and groups’ models 

which are compared with models of ideal collaboration. Based on the mentioned 

models we can provide students recommendations how to achieve more successful 

collaboration. 

Group Formation 

We consider group composition as one of the most important precondition of ef-

fective and successful collaboration. There are many existing methods which 

solve group formation problem such as the jigsaw method of Hinze et al. (2002), 

particle swarm optimization of Lin et al. (2010), and ontology based methods of 

Ounnas et al. (2008). They are not suitable for all domains and scenarios. For in-

stance, they are static and do not consider student’s actual context and are limited 

in employing different information sources about students. Also, the methods as-

sume that it is possible to decide which aspects make collaboration really effective 

and successful. However, this has not been sufficiently determined by current re-

search.  

Improving upon the previous approaches to group formation we propose a 

method which automatically creates small short-term dynamic groups (Srba and 

Bieliková 2012). Our method can consider any personal or collaborative user’s 

characteristics. Collaborative characteristics can describe students’ behavior dur-

ing collaboration process or relationships between students (Srba and Bieliková 

2010). 

Our method is inspired by the optimization approach called Group Technology 

(Selim et al. 1998). Group Technology approach is rooted in optimization in in-

dustry area and solves the problem how to effectively produce different parts by 

set of machines. This problem can be adapted to our educational domain, but we 

have students instead of machines and students’ characteristics instead of parts. 

The method is applied to the same set of students iteratively. The collaboration 

process is evaluated after each group finishes solving a particular task. This allows 
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us to continually improve the understating of which characteristics should be 

combined together based on score representing evaluation of how effective and 

successful collaboration was achieved. In addition, it is possible to automatically 

determine students’ collaborative characteristics. 

Evaluation We evaluated the proposed method in two steps. First, we evaluated 

the preconditions of the method. Then we performed a long-term experiment 

where we compared the collaboration between groups created by our method and 

groups created by a reference method (we employed k-means clustering). 106 par-

ticipants were iteratively assigned to 254 groups. The results of this experiment 

are displayed in the Table 3. Statistical significance testing yielded a p-value of 

0.0048, producing statistically significant results. 

Table 3 Group formation experiment results. 

Groups created Avg. score Feedback 

p-value 

A B C 

A. By the proposed method 0.459 4.01 N/A 0.0006 0.0071 

B. By the reference method 

    (k-means) 

0.392 3.55 0.0006 N/A 0.0987 

C. Randomly 0.422 3.29 0.0071 0.0987 N/A 

Collaboration Support 

The collaboration support in ALEF is based on a structured collaborative envi-

ronment. Students can communicate by means of semi-structured discussion. It 

provides 18 different types of messages (e.g., propose better solution, accept pro-

posal, ask for explanation, provide explanation). These different message types al-

low us to automatically identify student’s activities.  

Recorded activities are used to measure the collaboration by a set of seven di-

mensions the design of which is rooted in psychology studies: sustaining mutual 

understanding, information exchanges for problem solving, argumentation and 

reaching consensus, task and time management, sustaining commitment, shared 

task alignment and fluidity of collaboration (Burkhardt et al. 2009). We added one 

more dimension which represents teacher’s evaluation of results correctness. 

The computed value in each dimension of collaboration is presented to students 

after finishing each task. Students can self-reflect their collaboration and improve 

their activities in the subsequent collaboration. In addition, we provide recom-

mendations for each dimension.  

The collaborative environment consists of a set of tools which are suitable to 

solve collaborative tasks, which can be of several types (e.g., group discussion, list 

advantages/disadvantages, list pros/cons) while each type can be solved with one 
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or more of the available tools: Text editor, Graphical editor, Categorizer, and 

Semi-structured discussion facility. These tools are available via ALEF’s collabo-

rative extension Popular Collaborative Platform (PopCorm). Students are able to 

ask for collaborative task assignment whenever during their individual study in 

ALEF. As soon as the collaborative task is assigned to them, they are able to solve 

this task in PopCorm besides searching for learning objects in ALEF (see Fig. 9). 

Text Editor The text editor is an interactive tool which is suitable for collabora-

tive writing of free text. It provides functionality for parallel editing of written text 

by several users at the same time together with conflict resolution in the case when 

two users edit the same part of the text. Basic text formatting is sufficient for our 

purpose. 

Graphical Editor The graphical editor provides opportunity to collaborate visual-

ly by sketching. Its functionality includes drawing of vector shapes, importing ras-

ter images, adding text notes, etc. 

Categorizer The categorizer is a tool used to solve tasks involving one or more 

lists of items. Students are able to dynamically create, edit and remove categories 

(lists) and their items. In addition, it is possible to rearrange the items in the par-

ticular category, and even to move items from one category to another. All these 

changes are synchronized in real time among all group’s members. 

 

Fig. 9 Screenshot of ALEF’s collaborative extension – PopCorm user interface. Categorizer tool 

is displayed on the left side. Semi-structured discussion is available on the right side.

Semi-structured discussion The semi-structured discussion facility represents 

a generic communication tool independent of a particular type of task being 

solved. Discussion is partially structured by employing sentence openers. 
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(6) Future Directions and Conclusions 

Higher demand for web-based learning gave rise to an increase of students who 

learn online and the expanding amount of educational material available online 

poses new challenges to web-based educational systems. To meet the challenges 

and to leverage the trends established by Web 2.0, we devised adaptive learning 

framework ALEF. ALEF builds on three pillars: (1) extensible personalization and 

adaptation, (2) student active participation in learning process and collaboration, 

and the underlying (3) lightweight domain modeling.  

Started as a small adaptive learning web application, ALEF became a platform 

for adaptive collaborative learning, where new methods supporting both education 

and education research can be easily created, covering wide range of applications 

with a particular focus on personalization and collaboration. 

Modeling of students’ knowledge using our logging and feedback infrastructure 

enabled us to deliver personalized recommendation of learning objects to our stu-

dents and thus to make the learning process more efficient. Recommenders in 

ALEF not only ensure that a sequence of learning objects respects all known pre-

requisites, but also that a minimal required level of knowledge is attained by 

a student in a given time limit. 

Text summarization methods enabled ALEF to recommend relevant fragments 

of texts to students (as opposed to whole learning objects). It seems promising to 

also use the summaries to help students revise their knowledge, and to navigate 

more efficiently in the learning object space.  

Recommendation during learning with ALEF reaches beyond the learning con-

tent contained within the educational system. Web resources, are automatically 

linked to the course content, not only provide increased detail on topics and ensure 

the content is more up-to-date, but also put topics into broader context and thus 

contribute to overall comprehension of the domain by our learners. 

Students’ annotations of educational material proved to be useful on various 

levels: students get more involved into the learning process, quality of learning 

materials improve over time thanks to student generated error reports, links to ex-

ternal resources etc. and finally, student annotations bring novel insight to the 

model of the domain, revealing relationships, important parts etc. as well as to the 

student model, refining student’s interest and knowledge. On the other hand, it 

opens up new research problems of automatic maintenance of annotations in the 

changing environment and filtering (recommendation) of those quality annota-

tions, which can be helpful to others.  

ALEF can furthermore take advantage of implicit collaboration among students 

when dealing with tasks related to authoring and assessment of particular domain 

model parts, which cannot be solved easily by computers, such as providing and 

validating free-text answers to quiz questions.  

In contrast with individual learning, explicit collaboration facilitates practicing 

social and communication skills. As a result, students learn more efficiently and 

successfully. In fact, we observed improvement mainly for weak students. We be-
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lieve that recommendation and collaboration together with smart scoring of stu-

dents’ activities are key issues that make ALEF successful.  

There are many possibilities how to continue in the research in almost all men-

tioned areas. Considering recommendation, we still have not fully covered all im-

portant decision points where a recommendation can improve learning experience 

both individual and collaborative. For example, various types of learning objects 

(explanations, exercises, questions) can be better distinguished thereby the rec-

ommendation is tailored for particular learning objects. We incorporated into our 

recent study on ALEF logs also external sources of valuable information on stu-

dents such as manual assessment outside ALEF or personality traits, which repre-

sent valuable sources for the recommendation. 

We already started work on improving interconnection of ALEF with resources 

on the open Web. We plan to extend our external source linker by direct support 

of a student exploring the Web for additional learning resources. We proposed cli-

ent-side use modeler BrUMo2, which can be used for this task. In particular, we 

plan employing the BrUMo framework for improving recommendation outside 

ALEF by considering all the student knowledge already captured in ALEF. We 

realized BrUMo framework as a browser plugin. It provides low-level mecha-

nisms to index and efficiently represent various user characteristics captured from 

visited web pages in an efficient manner on the client-side. BrUMo mechanisms 

are powerful enough to support both collaborative and content-based filtering ap-

proaches.   

Another promising area is explicit collaboration of students such as providing 

collaborative support on the community level (in addition to small group level as 

outlined in this chapter), and improving methods for groups formation and task se-

lection according to the individual user models or group models. Our current re-

search on collaborative validation of question-answer learning objects is also 

along this line. We propose a method that utilizes students’ correctness estima-

tions of answers provided by other students. Our preliminary results show that 

student estimations are comparable to teacher’s evaluations of provided answers.  

Not less important than research results is the impact of ALEF for real-world 

education. ALEF is actively used at the Slovak University of Technology in Brati-

slava. Currently it supports studies in the three undergraduate courses in Informat-

ics and Computer Engineering: Functional and logic programming, Procedural 

programming, and Principles of software engineering. Together it contains more 

than 1,875 learning objects and since summer term 2009/2010, it has successfully 

served more than 1,000 university students.  
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